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PHILIPPINE
TRADE:
IN REVIEW
Just last year, the future of global trade looked grim. In 2016, trade only expanded by 
1.3% due to the slowdown and rebalancing of some of the world’s major economies. 
This was the slowest output since the global financial crisis in 2008-9. The past year 
was also marked with a worldwide retreat from an increasingly globalized ecosystem 
as protectionist policies re-entered the mainstream. Politicians have increasingly 
turned to protectionist measures to address the growing discontentment of their 
constituents. While trade growth rebounded in the first half of 2017, major policy 
shifts could easily erode the rosier outlook for the year. For example, the United 
States withdrew from the Trans-Pacific Partnership in January, and has pushed for an 
overhaul of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the South Korea-
US Free Trade Agreement (KORUS). While the latter has yet to gain traction, these 
proposed overhauls cast a long shadow of uncertainty on the future of global trade.

* The views and opinions expressed in this Paper are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of the Institute.

Trade grew rapidly from the 1990s to the early 2000s, due to falling cross-country 
business costs and as China opened its economy to the world. Indeed, in the last 
two decades, Asia has increased its share in the world trade. Trade flows from Asia 
now account for 35% of total trade, up from only 23% in 1990. And yet, while the 
region has been a poster child for globalization, the data shows that while countries 
in the region have made huge progress in reducing tariff lines, non-tariff barriers have 
been rising. The number of Free Trade Agreements have also stalled. How will the 
Philippines fare in this global landscape? What are the country’s trade prospects? 
What challenges should the country overcome? This paper looks at how trade in 
the Philippines has evolved through the years. In doing so, it brings to light 
several issues that have remained unaddressed in the last few decades. 
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PHILIPPINE TRADE
Despite efforts to liberalize trade, the Philippines is still one of the least trade-oriented countries in the 
region. How will the country fare in an increasingly protectionist global landscape?
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Figure 1. Merchandise Trade of WTO Members by Region

Source: WTO

Figure 2. ASEAN Non-Tariff Measures

Source: UNCTAD & OXFORD ECONOMICS
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Figure 3. Foreign Trade of the Philippines 
(USD Million)

Historical Overview

As the country embarked on a period of industrial development in 
the 1950s, an import substitution policy was adopted to develop 
the manufacturing sector. However, this policy did not deliver the 
intended result. In reality, the skewed tariff system limited processing 
to packaging imported parts, rather than developing different 
layers of the supply chain. More crucially, the government policy 
neglected to encourage manufacturing exports,1 failing to replicate 
the successes of the newly industrialized economies in the region. 
During the late 1970s, the government implemented an exports-
incentives program and established an export processing zone 
in Mariveles. However, this attempt to pursue a more externally-

oriented industrial policy had only limited success due to the 
highly protective tariff system favoring consumer goods 
industries, and overvalued exchange rates.2   

The 1980s marked the government’s first round of trade reforms, 
paring back tariff rates and relaxing import restrictions. However, 
trade reform efforts were thwarted by a foreign exchange crisis 
during this period. After the Marcos regime, the government 
introduced further initiatives to liberalize trade, including loosening 
quantitative restrictions on imports and reforming the import-
licensing system. Further tariff cuts followed in the 1990s, parallel 

to the experience of other Asian economies, which also pursued 
unilateral tariff reductions. Trade has continued to expand 
throughout this decade, especially after the Philippines’ 
accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 1995. Further 
liberalization under the WTO had a positive effect on the export 
performance of several Asian countries, including the Philippines.3  
 
Since 2004, no new major tariff rates have been implemented, 
except those arising from the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN) Free Trade Agreements.4 ASEAN has enforced 
agreements with South Korea, China, Japan, Australia and New 

Source: PSA
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Zealand, and India. In line with this, on February 20, 2017, the National 
Economic Development Authority (NEDA) approved the latest tariff 
schedule, which will be up for review in 2020. The Philippines extended 
the effectivity of the most favored nation (MFN) rates of duty on certain 
agriculture products, reduced rates of duty on capital equipment, 
spare parts and accessories, and modified rates of import duty on 
certain information technology products.5 The current tariff structure is 
composed of 15 tariff levels, with rates ranging from 0% to 65%. Over 
half of the tariff lines have rates of duty of 0% to 3%, while those with 
duties of 15% and above account for less than 20% of total lines. 

Trade Performance

The exports to GDP ratio has been gradually increasing throughout 
the 1990s and in the early 2000s, but has slowed down or stalled 
since. Vietnam, however, has bucked the trend, reflecting the growing 
importance of exports in its economy. Smaller countries, such as 
Singapore, are largely trade dependent, capitalizing on its status as 
one of the top transshipment hubs in the world. Relative to its peers 
in the ASEAN-6, Indonesia and the Philippines are the least trade-
oriented. The Philippines’ trade balance has mostly remained 
negative, with imports exceeding exports, except for a brief period 
following the Asian Financial Crisis when economic growth 
decelerated. Since 2014, the trade balance widened further 
due to a surge of imports used for production. 

Figure 4. Exports to GDP Ratio (%)

Source: WORLD BANK

Figure 5. Imports to GDP RATIO (%)

Source: WORLD BANK
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Figure 6. BALANCE OF Trade 
(USD MillionS)

Merchandise Exports

The country has gone through a structural change in its exports. In the 1970s, the country’s exports were concentrated in primary commodities, such as banana, sugar, and coconut oil. Exports eventually 
shifted to low-skilled and labor-intensive manufacturing, particularly in apparel and clothing, and eventually concentrated in technology-intensive exports. Manufacturing products account for over 80% of total 
exports. Apparel, which made up 6% of exports in 2005, only accounted for around 2% of exports in 2016. The decline in apparel exports reflected the shift in trade to countries with lower labor costs, such as 
Vietnam, Cambodia, and Bangladesh. The US also lifted its global textile quotas in 2005, which allowed the apparel industry to flourish in China. In 2005, exports of electronics comprised around 66% of total 
exports, and in 2010, the share declined to 60%. In 2016, the share of electronic goods to total exports have dropped to 50%, indicating increasing diversification in export products. The dominance of 
electronics exports coincides with the rise of production networks in the region as a result of a more liberalized trading environment. Production-sharing networks are also seen in the automotive 
industry, where ASEAN member states specialize in producing certain parts, which in turn are assembled in another country for distribution. This is reflected in the 
increasing share of machinery and transport equipment, as well as ignition wiring sets, to the country’s total exports.

Source: PSA
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Figure 7. Top Merchandise exports

Source: PSA
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However, the heavy concentration of exports in electronic products makes the country more vulnerable during global economic downturns, which typically result in weaker demand for these products. In 2011, for 
example, the dramatic slump in Philippine exports pulled GDP growth down by as much as 2.2 percentage points. Demand for the exports shrunk due to the slowdown in key markets, including Japan, 
which was struck by an earthquake and tsunami, and Thailand, which was ravaged by floods. The economy expanded by only 3.7% in 2011, the slowest expansion 
during Aquino’s presidency. In other years of that administration, the Philippines registered a GDP growth of at least 6%.   

Additionally, electronic products are dominated by semiconductors, particularly low-end ones, which account for at least 70% of electronics export. A study by the Asian Development Bank notes that the 
contribution of the electronics industry to the country’s labor productivity growth has been limited, since the country’s electronics industry is concentrated in the lowest segment of the value chain, specifically in 
assembly and testing of parts. These exports also heavily rely on imported inputs and have poor backward and forward linkages with other manufacturing sectors. The weak backward linkages in the industry can be 
traced to the scarcity and unreliability of local suppliers, the failure to meet required quality standards, and the unavailability and high cost of raw materials.6 These also highlight the poor backward linkages of 
Multinationals with MSMEs. MSMEs, which make up the bulk of the manufacturing sector, typically face high barriers to entry due to underdeveloped financial markets, red tape, and decrepit infrastructure.

Similar concerns have also plagued the auto parts industry, which has an underdeveloped local parts and components sector, despite decades of import substitution policy. The failure of the local content program 
was, in turn, ascribed to the lack of locally-manufactured raw materials, low productivity, and aging equipment and technology.7  The study also finds that the Philippines has failed to develop the capabilities 
necessary to jump into the production of related but higher-value products, unlike its peers in the region, which have diversified their production and export structure towards more skill-intensive and research-
intensive segments of electronics, and have branched out in other sectors such as machinery and chemicals. Various factors have constrained the country’s ability to diversify and upgrade its output, including poor 
infrastructure quality, concerns on red-tape, oligarchic control in key sectors such as transport, power, and banking, and inability to address market failures for industrial upgrading and diversification.8  

Figure 8. Merchandise exports PERFORMANCE
(USD MillionS)

Source: PSA
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Figure 9. Top Merchandise Imports

Source: PSA

Merchandise Imports

In contrast, the imports structure has largely stayed the same over 
time. The country’s import structure is dominated by imports of raw 
and intermediate products, as well as capital goods. As noted earlier, 
electronic exports are dependent on imported parts. Electronic 
products made up over a quarter of total imports in 2016. While 
imports of consumer goods have seen a modest increase in the total 
import bill, it still remains relatively small. This can be attributed to the 
high tariff rates on these goods before trade reform was introduced, 
encouraging the local production of consumption goods.9  

Recently, the country’s current account balance has made 
headlines. For the first time in 15 years, it is expected to be in the 
negative due to the widening trade deficit. The increase in inflows 
of capital goods and intermediate goods imports, such as transport 
equipment, industrial machinery, and iron and steel, highlights the 
shift towards a more investment-led growth. The Bangko Sentral ng 
Pilipinas projects the current account to register a deficit of USD 600 
Million in 2017, a reversal from the USD 600 Million surplus posted 
in 2016. In April 2017, President Duterte signed Executive Order No. 

22, which extends the duty-free importation of capital equipment,10 
a necessary input to support businesses in their startup operations 
or expansion. In a bid to spur investments, the Board of Investments 
(BOI), continues to grant incentives to BOI-registered 
importers of capital equipment, provided that these products 
are not manufactured domestically in sufficient quantity, 
of comparable quality, and at reasonable prices. 
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Figure 10. Merchandise Imports PERFORMANCE
(USD MillionS)

Source: PSA

Figure 11. TOP TRADING PARTNERS
(USD MillionS)

Source: PSA
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Trading Partners

The United States has seen a diminishing role as the country’s 
trade partner. In the 1970s, the US was a top trading partner, 
accounting for 37% of total trade. This figure has decreased 
over time: in 2005, its share had gone down to 23%, 
and a decade later, it has halved to 12%.  

At the turn of the 1990s, the Philippines has increasingly looked 
towards other Asian nations for trade, as it became integrated 
into a regional production hub, resulting in the decline of the 
Philippines’ trade with the US. Production is distributed across 
different countries, reflecting the dispersion of supply chains across 
the region. Most ASEAN economies are focused on assembly 
operations, while the more advanced economies, such as Japan, 
concentrate on the production of upstream capital-intensive and 
high-tech parts. Collectively, ASEAN member states have become 
the Philippines’ largest trading partner, accounting for around a 

quarter of its total trade. The Philippines has tapped into ASEAN 
as both an export market and an import source. Trade with other 
ASEAN countries are complementary rather than competitive, 
as participation in the regional value chains have resulted to 
economies of scale, specialization, and improved 
coordination to produce higher-value goods.11  

Starting in the first half of 2000s, trade with China has increased 
sharply, eroding the share of trade from other partners such as 
the US and Japan. In a little over a decade, China has jumped to 
become the Philippines’ largest trading partner. However, our trade 
deficit with China has widened over time. In 2016, trade deficit 
amounted to USD 8.8 Billion, highlighting our outsized imports from 
China relative to exports. Top imports from China include electronic 
products (21%), iron and steel (15%), mineral fuels and 
lubricants (8%), and industrial machinery and equipment 
(7%), and miscellaneous manufactured articles (6%).  

In contrast, the Philippines has a trade surplus with Japan, 
amounting to USD 2.1 Billion in 2016. Japan is the Philippines 
largest exports market, with electronic products (28%), 
woodcrafts and furniture (23%), machinery and transport 
equipment (8%), ignition wiring set (7%), and other 
manufactured goods (6%) as the top exports. 

In 2016, the US has slipped down to the 3rd spot in terms of the 
country’s top trading partner. The Philippines has a trade surplus of 
USD 1.4 Billion with the US. Top exports include electronic products 
(42%), apparel and clothing (9%), ignition wiring set (7%), other 
manufactured goods (6%), and machinery and transport equipment 
(5%). The US accounted for 69% of our total apparel exports 
in 2016. The Philippines has been a US Generalized System of 
Preferences (GSP) beneficiary since the program’s inception in 
1976 and has long been one of the program’s biggest users.

Figure 12. 2016 TOP TRADING PARTNERS
(USD MillionS)

Source: PSA
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As a bloc, the European Union is the Philippines’ 5th largest trading 
partner. Top exports include electronic products (54%), machinery 
and transport equipment (12%), and coconut oil (8%), while top 
imports include electronic products (23%), transport equipment 
(15.5%), and industrial machinery and equipment (10%). Among 
members of the EU bloc, the Philippines trades the most with 
Germany, Netherlands, and France. The Philippines was granted 
a status in December 2014, providing tariff-free exports to over 
6,000 products to the European market. While exports to Europe 
increased by 7% in 2015, it contracted by 5.5% in 2016. This 
suggests that the country can withstand the loss of the preferential 
trade agreement, should the EU decide to revoke it on human 
rights concerns. Moreover, the utilization rate of the GSP+ is only at 
around 60%, although more exporters are taking advantage of the 
scheme.12  Nevertheless, commodities such as tuna and coconut 
oil will be more vulnerable to the loss of duty-free benefits. 

Regional Concentration in Trade 

In the 1970s, trade largely originated from Metro Manila, as 
industrialization has clustered around the capital. The primacy of 
the capital region can be attributed to earlier import substitution 

policies. For example, industries which import raw or intermediate 
goods need to be closer to ports or would require import permits 
which are typically available in larger cities. Over time, the primacy 
of Metro Manila has eroded, as manufacturing firms tend to relocate 
to its adjacent regions, particularly in CALABARZON. The shift in 
manufacturing production to CALABARZON can be explained by 
decentralization policies adopted by several administrations, such 
as incentives for firms locating outside Manila. The 1987 Omnibus 
Investments Code granted generous incentives to encourage firms 
to locate in less developed areas (i.e., low per capita gross domestic 
product, low level of investments, high unemployment rate, and low 
level of infrastructure development). However, these quantitative 
incentives failed to compensate firms for the qualitative benefits that 
prime areas can offer, such as better infrastructure, easier access 
to ports and airports, as well as a deep labor pool.13  

The number of special economic zones have also increased, 
especially with the passage of the Special Economic Zones Act in 
1995, which granted fiscal incentives to enterprises and mandated 
the provision of transportation, telecommunication, and other 
infrastructure.14  Unsurprisingly, out of 344 operating economic 
zones in 2016, 71% are located in Luzon. For manufacturing 
ecozones, however, around 47% are located in CALABARZON, 

while 16% are located in Central Luzon. In 2016, FDI is mostly 
concentrated in manufacturing, making up at least 40% of 
approved investments. During this period, 40% of approved 
foreign investments are also funneled into CALABARZON. 

Even with trade liberalization, trade still remained concentrated 
in certain regions. In 2014, around 80% of trade originated from 
ports in the NCR, CALABARZON and Central Luzon, 6.5% from 
Central Visayas and 2.9% from Davao, highlighting the primacy of 
the Greater Capital Region, as well as the metropolitan capitals of 
Visayas and Mindanao. The share of exports from CALABARZON 
has been going up, while that of NCR’s has been declining. As 
noted, a significant proportion of manufacturing ecozones are 
located in CALABARZON, with most of these products headed 
abroad. Manufacturing also accounts for over half of the region’s 
economy. With regards to imports, NCR’s share is increasing, 
possibly because of the increased imports of consumer and 
high-value goods. Meanwhile, CALABARZON’s imports are 
mostly intermediate goods for assembly, which will then be e
xported to another country within its production networks.15 
Outside of Luzon, Central Visayas, Davao, and 
Northern Mindanao have export potentials. 
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Conclusion

The Philippines is one of the least trade-oriented countries in 
the region. Despite efforts to liberalize trade, its benefits were 
not maximized.  Currently, firms face major constraints such as 
inadequate infrastructure, lack of domestic raw material suppliers, 
parts and components, red tape, and lack of highly skilled workers.16  
To maximize gains from trade, complementary policies should be in 
place including fostering a strong investment climate, investing 
in human capital and infrastructure, and ensuring a stable 
governance to limit policy uncertainty.

Since manufactured goods account for the bulk of exports, it is 
important to develop the local manufacturing industry to address 

gaps in the supply chain and improve the production of local 
parts and components. The Department of Trade and Industry 
launched a manufacturing resurgence program during the previous 
administration to ensure a sustainable and inclusive growth. So 
far, the program has produced positive results: in recent years, 
manufacturing has expanded faster than most of its peers in the 
ASEAN. With regards to exports, the country should be able to 
diversify its exports base. The electronics industry should 
also be able to move up the value chain.

Trade has always been concentrated in the Greater Capital Region, 
which means that the potential of several regions in the country 

still remains untapped. The Duterte administration has always 
emphasized the redistribution of growth into other parts of the 
country. In February 2017, the government adopted a National 
Spatial Strategy in order to decongest Metro Manila and promote 
better linkages between rural areas and growth centers. The current 
administration has also made infrastructure investments as the 
centerpiece of its economic program and has promised to further 
open up certain sectors to foreign investors. These are all welcome 
developments; hopefully, these will boost trade, and 
consequently, economic growth. 

Figure 13. TRADE BY REGION

Source: PSA
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